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DISCLAIMER

This document, which has been prepared by, and is the sole responsibility of Intelligent Ultrasound Group plc (the "Company"), has been prepared solely in connection with the proposed placing of new ordinary shares of the Company (the "Placing Shares") and the 
proposed admission of the Placing Shares to trading on the AIM market of the London Stock Exchange plc (the "Placing").

This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any shares or other securities of the Company nor shall it (or any part of it), or the fact of its distribution, form the basis 
of, or be relied upon in connection with or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever.  This document is not a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.  Recipients should not purchase, subscribe for or otherwise 
acquire any securities of the Company on the basis of this document or the presentation made in conjunction with this document (the "Presentation").

This document is being distributed only to and is only directed at: (i) persons in member states of the European Economic Area who are "qualified investors" within the meaning of Article 2(1)(e) of the Prospectus Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC) ("Qualified Investors"), 
and (ii) persons in the United Kingdom: (a) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the "Order"); (b) who are high net 
worth persons or entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; or (c) to whom it may otherwise be lawfully distributed (all such persons together being referred to as "Relevant Persons").  Any person who is not both a Qualified Investor and a Relevant 
Person should not act or rely on the information contained in this document.  If you are in any doubt as to the matters contained in this document (including whether you fall within the definitions of Qualified Investor or Relevant Person), you should consult an 
authorised person specialising in advising on investments of the kind contained in this document.  Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to Qualified Investors and Relevant Persons.

This document does not constitute or form part of an offer or invitation to issue or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe or purchase, any securities to any person in any jurisdiction to whom or in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful.  This document and 
its contents are confidential and are being supplied to you for your own information and may not be distributed, transmitted, published, reproduced or otherwise made available to any other person, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, for any purposes 
whatsoever.  In particular, this document should not be distributed, transmitted, published, reproduced or otherwise made available, directly or indirectly, in, into or from Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa or the United States, its 
territories or possessions or in any other jurisdiction outside of the United Kingdom where such distribution or availability may lead to a breach of any law or regulatory requirements.  The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, 
and persons into whose possession this document come should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.  Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

The securities of the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), or under the applicable securities law or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or jurisdiction of 
the United States or under the securities laws of Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa or any state, province or territory thereof or any other jurisdiction outside the United Kingdom and may not be taken up, offered, sold, resold, 
pledged, transferred, delivered or distributed, directly or indirectly, through CREST or otherwise, within, into or from Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa or the United States, or to, or for the account or benefit of, any person with a 
registered address in, or who is a resident or ordinary resident in, or a citizen of such jurisdictions or to any person in any country or territory where to do so would or might contravene applicable securities laws or regulations except pursuant to an applicable 
exemption.  Any securities of the Company will only be offered and sold outside of the United States in "offshore transactions" within the meaning of and in reliance on the safe harbour from the registration requirements under the Securities Act provided by 
Regulation S promulgated thereunder.  The securities of the Company have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securities commission or other regulatory authority in the United States, nor have any of the 
foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits of the Placing or the accuracy or adequacy of this document.  Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.

The information contained in this document is provided as at the date of its publication and is subject to updating, completion, revision, amendment and further verification and does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate the Company 
and/or the Placing.  This document contains statements that are, or may be deemed to be, "forward-looking statements".  These forward-looking statements may involve substantial risks and uncertainties and actual results and developments may differ materially 
from those expressed or implied by these statements by a variety of factors.  Forward-looking statements are sometimes identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as "believe", "expects", "may", "will", "could", "should", "shall", "risk", "intends", 
"estimates", "aims", "plans", "predicts", "continues", "assumes", "positioned" or "anticipates" or the negative thereof, other variations thereon or comparable terminology.  These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this document.  In addition, all 
projections, valuations and statistical analyses provided in this document may be based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use among alternative methodologies that produce different results and should not be relied upon as an accurate prediction 
of future performance.

To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this Presentation has come from official or third party sources.  Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained therein have been 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has been prepared by a reputable source, the Company has 
not independently verified the data contained therein.

Certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this presentation comes from the Company's own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company's management in the market in which the Company 
operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change 
without notice.  Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this Presentation.

Except as required by applicable law or regulation, none of the Company or Cenkos Securities plc ("Cenkos") or any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers undertakes or agrees any obligation to update 
or revise any forward-looking or other statements or information in this document, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise and none of the Company or Cenkos or any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, 
agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers or any other party undertakes or agrees or is under any duty to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, any such information which may become apparent or to provide you with any 
additional information.  No statement in this document is intended as a profit forecast or profit estimate (unless otherwise stated).

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law or regulation, no undertaking, representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or Cenkos or any of their respective parent or subsidiary undertakings 
or the subsidiary undertakings of any such parent undertakings or any of their respective directors, officers, partners, employees, agents, affiliates, representatives or advisers, or any other person, as to the accuracy, sufficiency, completeness or fairness of the 
information, opinions or beliefs contained in this document.  This document has not been independently verified by Cenkos.  Save in the case of fraud, no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information or 
opinions or for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred, howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of, as a result of the reliance on, or otherwise in connection with, this document.  In addition, no duty of care or otherwise is owed by any such person 
to recipients of this document or any other person in relation to the Presentation.

This document and its contents are confidential and you and your directors, officers, partners, employees, agents and affiliates shall treat and safeguard as strictly private and confidential all information contained in this document and any oral information made 
available at the Presentation.  You shall not use this document, or the information contained herein, in any manner detrimental to the Company.  This document contains inside information.  By accepting this document and by attending the Presentation you agree not 
to use all or any of the information contained herein (except to the extent it has lawfully been made public) to deal, advise or otherwise require or encourage another person to deal in the securities of the Company or engage in any other behaviour which amounts to 
the criminal offence of insider dealing under the Criminal Justice Act 1993 or the civil offence of insider dealing under the Market Abuse Regulation (2014/596/EU) or other applicable laws and/or regulations in other jurisdictions.

Cenkos, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority, is acting exclusively for the Company and is not acting on behalf of any recipient or reader of this document and will not be responsible to any such person (whether 
or not a recipient of this Presentation), other than the Company, for providing the protections afforded to its clients or for advising any such person in connection with the Placing or any other matter referred to in this document.  Any such person is recommended to 
seek their own independent legal and investment advice.  Neither the receipt of this document, nor any information contained therein or supplied with this document or subsequently communicated to any person in connection with this document either constitutes, 
or is to be taken as constituting, the giving of investment advice by Cenkos to any person.

By attending the Presentation and/or by receiving this document (whether in hard copy form or electronically), you irrevocably represent, warrant and undertake to the Company and Cenkos that: (i) you are a Relevant Person and a Qualified Investor; and (ii) you have 
read and agree to comply with, and be bound by, the contents of this notice.



One of the fastest, safest 

and cheapest diagnostic 

scanning modalities

Providing a range of hi-fidelity simulators for educating 

and training ultrasound practitioners and improving patient 

care by raising scanning standards around the world

Developing a range of AI-based software for real-time 

guidance and image analysis during ultrasound scanning, 

to improve the speed and standard of scanning worldwide

From classroom to clinic
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Transaction Summary:
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• Exploiting first mover advantage 

• in real-time AI-based image analysis in ultrasound

• Technology validated 

• with first OEM licence agreement

• Placing and open offer to raise £4-6m to:

• Bring the ScanNav software products to market

• Working capital for Group

• Up to £4.6m expected to be EIS/VCT qualifying

Significant shareholders

• IP Group 

• ParkWalk 

• Polar Capital

• Rathbone

• Miton Group  

• UCLH

• Development Bank Wales  



Common replicable procedure

Consistent image set captured by machine

CT and MRI imaging

Real-time interactive scan

Images depend on sonographer capability

Ultrasound imaging
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Clinicians need to be trained to the 

highest standards

Hospitals need to scan more 

patients with the same resource

Hospitals need help to minimise

patient mis-diagnosis
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SIMULATION DIVISION

Based in Cardiff (UK) and Atlanta (US)
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Simulation Division

OBGYN Echocardiography Point of Care (POCUS)
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Simulation Division – market penetration
800 systems sold into 470 medical institutions

120 ScanTrainers
202 HeartWorks
22     BodyWorks

344 sold into 211 institutions

ROW:

UK:

138 ScanTrainers
62   HeartWorks
2     BodyWorks

202 sold into 114 institutions

North America:

109   ScanTrainers
136 HeartWorks
13     BodyWorks

258 sold into 145 institutions
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£2.2m

£1.8m

£1.4m
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CLINICAL DIVISION

Based in Oxford UK
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Two AI product platforms in development

REAL-TIME IMAGE ANALYSIS 
AND GUIDANCE

REAL-TIME IMAGE ANALYSIS FOR 
INTERVENTIONAL ULTRASOUND

3m + clinical ultrasound              
images

Software team based on 
Prof Alison Noble research

Proprietary machine learning   
models
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AI for ultrasound 
professionals

Key anatomical 

structures mapped

Image recognition algorithms 

taught using a database of 

graded and assessed images

Live image assessed in real-

time

ScanNav is a pre-market product in development
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ITV Wales.mp4


Real-time highlighting of key anatomical features for regional anaesthesia

• Regional Anaesthesia (RA):

• Injecting local anaesthetic near a nerve to suppress 

sensation in a specific part of the body

• Anaesthetists:

– Perform injections and navigate by 

landmarks on the ultrasound image
14



Validating long-term licence with OEM

• First long-term licensing and co-development agreement 

• with one of the world’s leading ultrasound OEMs

• Enabling the integration of Intelligent Ultrasound’s real-time image analysis software 

onto a global range of specialty specific ultrasound systems

• Aiming to boost scanning quality and to streamline sonographer workflow

• High margin software with royalty per unit revenues 

• Revenues expected from 2021 following regulatory approval

• Co-development work with the OEM partner has commenced

• We expect this to be the first of many licence agreements
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Proof of Concept OEM agreement OEM integration

First revenue 
expected

Product in development

Multiple AI products in development for licensing

Regulatory processProductAI PLATFORM

Image analysis product 1

Image analysis product 4

Licences

Licences

Licences

Licences

H1 2021

H1 2022

2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

AI software platform A

Image analysis product 6

Image analysis product 9

Image analysis product 2

Image analysis product 5

Image analysis product 7

Image analysis product 3

Image analysis product 8

AI software platform B

AI software platform C

AI software platform D

Image analysis product 4

Image analysis product 6

Image analysis product 9
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Use of proceeds

• Bring the first ScanNav software products to market for royalty generation in FY21:

• Integration of software into OEM ultrasound machines and obtain regulatory approval

• Release to market

• Bring second ScanNav software product to market for royalty generation in FY21 :

• Complete development and achieve regulatory approval

• Release to market

• Development work on additional ScanNav software product variants

• Recruit third software development team for 

• POC and development work on ScanNav Assist

• POC work on ScanNav HealthCheck

• Working capital for the Group
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2017-18 2021-23 2025 +

Phase 5

The race to the consumer

Summary
Phase 4

Expand into diagnostics AI

Phase 2a (COMPLETE)

Pilot AI in clinical OBGYN 
department in UK

Sign first OEM agreement

Phase 2b (COMPLETE)

Phase 1 (COMPLETE)

Gold standard training

Phase 3 (£4-6m funding)

Launch first AI software products to market 
Generate first AI royalty revenue from OEM

Develop and launch second AI products to market
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